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Abstract 
In this paper we study some relationships between the dynamical systems that arise from the 
family of substitutions: 1 -+ 12,. . . , (n - 1) + In, n + 1, for n > 2. We describe how the 
dynamics of the system of this family corresponding to n is present in the system corresponding 
to n’, with II < n’. 
1. Introduction 
The Rauzy substitutions are the Pisot substitutions of the form: 
I 
1 - 12 
2 - 13 
n,: : 
i 
(n- 1) - In 
n -1 
for n > 2, the dynamical and geometrical properties of this family of substitutions has 
been studied in [ 1,4-81. 
In this paper we describe how the dynamics of the systems of this family, corre- 
sponding to lower dimensions - i.e. the parameter n in the definition of n, - are 
present in systems of higher dimensions. In particular, we show that there is a subset 
of z”, whose dynamics resembles the dynamics of J’” -‘-‘, from the topological and 
metric point of view (Theorem 2.1 and Corollary 3.1). We compute the Hausdorff and 
Billingsley dimensions, with respect to a natural metric and measure on x”, of this 
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subset (Corollaries 3.1 and 3.2). Also we study the realization of this subset in the 
interval. 
2. Topological conjugacies 
A substitution in a finite alphabet d is a map, IZ, from the alphabet to a set of words 
in this alphabet. This map is extended to a map on the set of words in the alphabet 
JZI into itself by juxtaposition, i.e. ZI(UF’) = IT(U)II( V) where U and V are words 
in the alphabet and n(0) = 0. The map IZ, has a unique fixed point g= ~0~1 . . . . We 
consider the closure, in the product topology on { 1,2,. . . , TI}~*, of the orbit under the 
shift map - ~(UOU~UZ . . .) = 24242..  - of the fixed point, this space is denoted by 
Q”. The system d : Cl” - Sz” is called the dynamical system associated to Ii’,. Which 
is topologically conjugate to (+ l)n : 2” ---+ x” [5], where 
Jlr” = a E (0 l}N* (- , IEai+j<nvi} 
and the map (+l ), is the extension to 2” of adding 1 on 
N” = {a E 2” 1 W > 0 such that Vi 2 N, a; = 0). 
Here adding 1 is well defined, since the set JP is isomorphic to the natural numbers 
where the isomorphism is given by the representation of the natural number in the basis 
given the recurrence relation associated to the substitution fl,,, i.e. &+n = ~~~~gk+i 
for k 3 0 and the initial conditions: gj = 2j for 0 < j < n - 1. 
This system is self-induced, i.e. the diagram 
commutes where 
Jlr”, = {a E Z” 1 a0 = O}, 
T : >* - x”, 
(aoa1 . . .) H (Oaoq . . .) 
and (+l>n is the induced map of (+l), in pna, i.e. 
(%(a) = (+l P”‘(a), 
where a E P”o and m(a) = inf{j > 0 1(+1)&z) E x”,}. 
(1) 
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Let V be the subset of 3” in which n consecutive O’s are not allowed. i.e.: 
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Theorem 2: There ‘:iits . . 
that the following diagram 
a continuous and surjective map I(/n : 59’ + zn-’ such 
commutes: 
where a is the shift map in V’ and xn-‘, respectively, i.e. a(aoala2.. ) = ala2.. . . 
Moreover, there exists a continuous map h, : W” + V” that makes the following 
diagram commutative: 
Proof. Let {ai, . . . ai,_z } be the elements of {O,l}fl-l , we call them symbols of 55”’ -
since the nonallowed subwords of V’ have length n or greater - and M(n) its transition 
matrix: 
1 
1 if ai, . . .a;,_, = aj, . . .aj,,_, 
Mij(n) = and 0 < ai, + . . . + ain_> + ajn_2 < n, 
0 otherwise . 
We re-arrange the entries of this matrix as follows: Let ai, . . . ain_ be any of the 
symbols of 55’“. Consider a,, . . .~i~_~, where 
a,= 
{ 
0 ifai=l, 
1 if ai = 0. 
The transition matrix of V’ can be rewritten in such way that it can be split into 
subblocks of size 2 x 2, SO that each of them gives the transitions from ai,, . . . ai,_* and 
ai, . . .isi,_* to aj,, . . . aj”_> and ai,. . . ai,_>. 
Consider any of these 2 x 2 blocks. If there is at least one entry equal to 1, in 
this block, we can suppose that this entry represents the transition between ai, . . . ain_ 
and aj,,...aj,_2. Then the transition between Zi, . . . ain_, and irj, . . . Cjn_2 is also allowed 
and the other two transitions are not allowed. Therefore, the block is of the 
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form 
,,=(A (f) or Jz=(~ A). 
On the other hand, if there is not any 1 in the block, it is of the form 
We obtain a 2”-2 x 2”-2 matrix K by collapsing each of these blocks to only one 
entry. If the block is of the form Id2 or J2 the corresponding entry in K is 1. It is 0 
if it comes from a block of type 0. 
We introduce the maps s: (0, l}’ -+ {O,l} defined by ~(00) = ~(11) = 1, ~(10) = 
~(01) = 0 and 
Y, : {o,l}n-1 - {0,1}+-2, 
Yn(uo .. .U,,_2) = ~(UoUl)<(UlU2> ‘. ’ dUn-3Un--2). 
Observe that Yn(uO.. .un-_2) = Y,(i& . . .&__2). So the map is two to one. 
The matrix K is also a transition matrix, in fact: if the entry Kij comes from the block 
corresponding to the transitions from ui, . . . CZ~,_~, Zi  . . .iiin_2 to ujo . . . Ujs_2, aj, . . . Ejn_, 
then Kq gives the transitions from Y,(ai, . . . ai,_* ) to Y,(Uj, . . . Uj”_* ). In order to show 
--n--l 
that the matrix K is the transition matrix for N it is sufficient to prove that the 
pattern 1,-i - i.e. u - is not allowed and also ‘if b. 10 . . . bi,_, and bjo. . . bj”_3 are 
n-1 
words of length n - 2 in Tn-’ such that at least one of them is different from ln-2 and 
bi, ... z.-3 b. =b. ,0 . . . bjn_-4 then Kij = 1. Consider the pre-image of l,,-2 under Y,,, which 
is 1,-i or 0,-i. Since the words 1, and 0, are not allowed in GP, the block of M(n) 
which expresses the transitions between 1,-i , 0,-l and themselves is of type 0. So the 
transition, expressed in K, between 1,_2 and itself is not allowed. Consider bi,, . . . bi,_, 
and bjo . . . bjn_3 such that bi, . . .bi”_, = bjo . bjn_-l and at least one of them is different 
from ln__2. Let ai, . . ain_>, Ci,, . . . Ei,_2 and aj, . . . ajn_2, Zj, . . . Zinm, be the pre-images of 
bi, . . . in_1 b. and bjo . . . bj._,, respectively, under Y,,. Since bi, . . . bin-, = bj,, . . bjn_-4 we 
have 
Ui, . . . ai,_* = Uj, e.. Ujn_, (or =Ejo...7ii,_3) 
and also ai, . . . ain_, is allowed in 59” ( the only way that it could not be allowed is in 
the case that it is equal to 0,-i or 1,-l which implies that bi,, . . . bi,_, or bjo . . . bjn_3 
is equal to ln_2). Therefore, the block of M(n) that gives the transitions between 
Qi,. . .@-2~ Zi, . . .ai,_, and aj0 . . . ajn_2, Zj,, . . ai,_, is of type Id2 or J2, SO Kij = 1. This 
proves that the matrix K describes the transitions in TnP1. 
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Let I,+,, be the map: 
---n--l 
l+bn : wn - Jv 
l,bn(UOUl . . .) = YY,(UO . . .an-2)yn(&-2.. @2n-4) ’ ’ ’ 
= S(aOal )dala2)<(a2a3) ’ ’ ’ 
= b0blb2 . . 
In order to show that the image of this map lies in zn-’ take any subword of length 
n - 1 of b = $,,(a), for some a in V’, say bi_ 1 bi . . . bi+n_3. If ajaj+l . . . aj+n-2 is one of 
the pre-images of bi . . . bi+n_-3 under Yy, then one of the preimages of bi_1 bi . . . bi+n-4 is 
Uj_]UjUj+l . ..Uj+n_3. Since a is in W:” the transition from aj-lajaj+l .ajfn-3 
to UjUj+l . . . Ujin-2 is allowed, therefore the transition between bi-lbi . . . bi+n-b and 
bi . . bi+n_x is allowed according to the matrix K which gives the transitions in /Ir”-‘, 
so b is an element of X-l. 
In order to prove that I,$ is surjective, take any element b of >“-l. Consider 
bo . . . bn_3 and its two preimages under Y,,: a0 . . . q-2 and Zo . . .a,_~. On the other 
hand, the preimages of bl . . . bn-2 are al . . . a,_1 and al . . &_I, since the transition 
between bo.. . bn_3 and bl . . . bn_2 is allowed, we get that aa.. . an-l and ~0.. .ii,_l are 
--n-l 
allowed words in .N , so by induction we construct the sequences a and a which 
are the preimages of b under &. This proves that $n is surjective and two to one. 
The set W admits the natural partition V” = WE U 4~2; where $’ = {a E W’ 1 a0 = i} 
for i = 0,l. Observe that the previous argument proves that the map & is bijective in 
each %?y. 
The continuity of & is straightforward. Also, from the construction of this map it 
follows that 
&(a(~)) = o(&&)) for all a E V”. 
Since & is continous and bijective on each %‘;, the map (+l)+i : Tn-* + T”-’ 
lifts continuously to hjl : SF?: -+ 55’: and h: : VT -+ (6’7 but since +??I; and G?T are disjoint 
we obtain h, : V + CT?” which is continuous and 
&4Ma)) = (+l)n-i(&&)) for all a E V. 0 
Corollary 2.1. DeJine an involution 
q5 : {O,l}N’ - {O,l}N’ 
(&)a, . ..) - (uou, . ..). 
The set V’ is invariant under C/I and h^, : w”J4 + qn/$ is topologicully conjugate 
to (+l)n-i : TV-l -+ T-’ where h^, is the map corresponding to h, under the 
projection which maps V into g”/d. 
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Proof. In order to prove the invariance of V under 4, it is sufficient to show the 
transitions in V” are invariant under the operation that changes O’s to l’s and vice 
versa, i.e. if ai0 . . . ai,_, and ajO . . . CZ~._, are symbols such that Q, . . . ai,_ I = ajo . . . ajn_* 
and ai,, . ..ai,_,ajn_, is an allowed word in 59’ then sii, . . . Zin_,ajn_, is also an allowed 
word in ‘9’. This is true because Ei, . . . ain_, = ai, . . .Zijn_2 and the only case where 
Zi,. . .siin_,Zjn_, is not allowed is when it is equal to On+1 or ln+i, which implies 
that uio . . . ain_, ajn_, is equal to In+1 or On+, , respectively, contradicting the transition 
between aio . . . ai”_, and ajO . . . ajn_, . 
Since C$J is a homeomorphism between 9?: and %?T, we have that qn/+ is home- 
omorphic to %$ and to WY. According to Theorem 2.1, $,, 1 q; : 59: + : xn-’ is 
continuous and bijective, for i = 0,l; since both spaces are compact we have that 
this map is a homeomorphism. Therefore, hi : gf + 59: is topologically conjugate to 
(+l)n_i : TV-l + T--l, hence A^, : %?:“cj -+ %?“$J is conjugate to (+1 )+i : pRel + 
--n-l 
dv . 0 
3. Metric relations 
In this section we shall show that the dynamics on V” resembles the dynamics on 
--n-i from the metric point of view, i.e. the shift map (T 1 qn expands the Hausdorff JV 
measure - of its dimension - by the same amount as (T 1 7n- I. In particular, the Haus- 
dorff and Billingsley dimensions of V’ are computed, for a natural metric and measure 
on Jlr”. 
We consider z” with the metric d, defined as 
where CZ,~ E 2” and I, is the Pisot number of the polynomial x” - x”-’ - . . . 
-x - 1 [2]. This metric is compatible with the product topology on 2”. 
In order to define a measure on >“, we introduce cylinders of the form 
P qo...a,, = {b E 2” 1 bj = ai,, 0 <j < m}. 
The measure v, is defined on these cylinders as 
~,(p,~~...~,,) = 6,,0.,.(1Z,._, ~;(m+‘-2”-‘) for m 2 2”-l, 
where dUrO ...0, 2”-I are the components of the normalized positive right eigenvector of 
the transition matrix that defines T”, given by the Perron-Frobenius theorem. 
In Theorem 3.1 we compute the Hausdorff dimension of any subset Y of T”, 
defined by a transition matrix S. Let S be an sxs matrix with O’s and l’s as coefficients: 
where k is such that there are s symbols (words) of length k : ai, . . . aik_, . 
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Theorem 3.1. Zf Y ~2" is defined by a transition matrix 5’ then the Hausdorfl 
dimension of Y is (log p)/log A,, where p is the Perron-Frobenius eigenvalue of S. 
Moreover, the v,-Billingsley dimension of Y is equal to its Hausdorfs dimension. 
Proof. Consider the covering of Y given by cylinders of the form 
R a,, ..Gm = {b E Jlr” 1 bj = ai,, 0 <j < m}, 
where ai, . . . ai,,, is an allowed word in Y and m 2 k. We denote this covering by W, 
and 9 = Umak 9i?:m. Observe that the diameter of each cylinder of B?,,, is Ai(m+‘). 
Since S is the transition matrix that defines Y, we obtain 
R aLo 4, ZZ R a,o...a,t_, n a-‘CR,, .+ > 
n...no -im-k’(R,:Il...n,~_, ) n ~-(m-k+l)(&, _-t , . ..a., > m - 
therefore the number of cylinders in 9, is given by 
where I(s)’ = (l,...,l). 
Hence, if we deiote the diameter of any set by “ 1 I”, we get 
.8,(Y) = li_iinf{ClUii’ IlJUi>s” and IL’il <a} 
i 
< lim 1, -@+l)‘(# of cylinders in B’,) 
m+m 
= /lm 2; (m+1)71(s)~S”-k+‘~(s)). - 
Since p is the Perron-Frobenius eigenvalue of S, there exists a constant C > 0 such 
that 
l(s)‘S’l(s) < Cp’ for all 1 > 0. 
SO 
therefore the Hausdorff dimension of Y is smaller or equal to TO = log p/log A,,. In 
order to prove the opposite inequality we consider the measure ~1 on T”. We define 
it on cylinders of the form R,,O...a,, 
/4R,,,,...a,, > =+~,::.a;;_, P -fm+l-k) 9 
where the vaio ..+, ‘s are the components of the normalized positive right eigenvector 
of S given by the Perron-Frobenius theorem. Clearly this measure is supported on Y. 
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Since ~R,,o...a,, 1 = A?+‘), we get 
N&..~,~ ) = vat+,,_, P -w-~) = (~~...a,,_, $7 / &+a,, I ” 
6 C’ I R+.a,, I “9 
where C’ is a constant independent of the cylinder. 
Let U be a subset of Y of positive p-measure and UiEJRi any covering of U where 
Ri are elements of 9 = Um2k 9, and J a family of indexes; so 
0 < p(U) d p 
( 1 
IJRi < Cp(Ri) < C’c 1 Ri 1 To. 
iEJ i i 
Since this inequality is true for any covering of U chosen from %?‘, and this family of 
sets generates the Bore1 o-algebra of 9, we obtain 
0 <P(U) d #“z,(U) 
therefore the Hausdorff dimension of Y is 
log P 
r” = log 1,. 
The computation of the v,Billingsley dimension of Y follows the same lines as 
before. If 98,(9’) denotes the v,-Billingsley measure of dimension z we have 
g’,(Y) = Ii_iinf{Cy,(Ui)T ( UUi > Y and V,(Q) < E} 
i 
G lim ~WLto...a,, )’ m-cs a m 
= Jrnhn A; (m+1+2”-‘)rl(S)tSnz--k+ll(S)) 
d lim ~~~(m+l+2”-‘)Tpm+l-k 
lit-CC 
therefore the v,-Billingsley dimension of Y is smaller or equal than ra = 
And the opposite inequality follows from: 
CL(R,~~...~~~~ ) d C”v,(Ra~O...a~, )“” for a constant C” > 0. q 
In order to compute the HausdorlI dimension of 59’ and Tn, as a 
Theorem 3.1, we need to prove some properties of the transition matrices 
spaces, which deal with their eigenvalues. 
corollary of 
of these two 
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Proposition 3.1. The characteristic polynomial of the matrix 
A(n) = 
1 1 1 “’ 1 1 1 1 
1 0 0 ..’ 0 0 0 0 
0 1 0 ..’ 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 ..‘. 0 1 0 0 
0 0 0 ... 0 0 1 0 
49 
is xn-~x”-L _. .. --x - 1, jtir every n 3 2. 
Proposition 3.2. Let N(n) be the transition matrix of z’, with n > 2. There exist 
matrices P(n) and Q(n), with O’s and l’s as coejicients, such that 
P(n)N(n)Q(n) = A(n). 
Proof. We prove this by induction on n. In the case n = 3, we order the symbols of 
y3 of length 2 as follows: 00, 01, 10, 11 and the transition matrix of x3, according 
to this order of the symbols is 
N(3) = 
We define P(3) and Q(3) as 
P(3) = 
and when the multiplication P(3)N(3)Q(3) is done we obtain that is equal to A(3). 
Observe that the equality also holds if we consider 
Q(3) = 
Suppose that the proposition is true for n - 1 where P(n - 1) is: 
AA n 3 n 4 
l...l o...o .‘. 0 0 0 0 
o...o l...l “. 0 0 0 0 
P(n- l)= 
o...o o...o ... 1 1 0 0 
o...o o...o “. 0 0 1 0 
o...o o...o “. 0 0 0 1 
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and the transpose of Q(n - 1) is 
2”-1 ” 4 
io . ..o 2, oo...o ... 0 0 0 0 
oo...o 1 o...o ... 0 0 0 0 
. . 
. 
. oo...o oo...o ... 1 0 0 0 
oo...o oo...o ... 0 0 1 0 
oo...o oo...o ... 0 0 0 1 I 
Consider the case of dimension n, the ordering of the symbols of length n- 1 of Tn, is 
given by the lexicographical order. Since {ai, . . . Q,_~} are the lexicographically ordered 
symbols of length n - 2 of T”-l , Uj, = 0 for 1 < j < 2n-3, Uj, = 1 for 1 < j < 2”-4 
and in particular On-~ is the first symbol and ln-2 the last one. 
So according to this ordering of the symbols of Tn, we obtain that the transi- 
tion matrix is N(n) = (Bij)1Q;,j~2*-2, where Bij is a 2 x 2 block expressing the 
transitions of ai, . . . ain_,O, ai0 .. .LZ~"_, 1 and Uj0 . . .cz~"_~O, Ujo ... ajn_, 1. The block Bij is 
either: 
in each case the corresponding entry - the i, jth entry - of N(n - 1) is 0,&l or 1, 
respectively. In fact, if (N(n - l))ij = 1 then ai, . . . ai,_, = aj,, . . . u~,_~, if uj”_, = 
0 then ai, . . . ai,_, is equal to Uj,, . . . ajn_lujn_3, SO Bij = E; and if uj,_~ = 1 we 
get Bu = E. In the case N(n - l))ij = 0 then ai,. ..cI~,_~ = ajo. ..aj”_, = ln_2 or 
ai, . . . ai,_ # ajo ...ajn-4. In the latter case we obtain that Bij = 0 and in the former, 
the transition from ai, . . . ai,_, 1 to aj, . . . aj._, 0 is allowed and the other three transitions 
are not. 
We define the matrices P(n) and Q(n) as follows: 
where P, = (Pij(n - l),Pv(n - l)), 
C?(n) q I , whereoij= (Qij’~pl)). 
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Since the matrix A(n) has the structure 
we have that the i&h entries of the matrix A(n), for 1 < i,j < n - 1, are 
Ajj(n) = Aij(n - 1) 
= C CZ%(n - 1)Ndn - 1 >Q& - 1) 
I=1 r=l 
= E(pirCn) Pir+l(n)) N(n)2r21_1 ( N(nhr-121-1 Ngy-4:‘) ( a?;)) 
Next we shall show 
AI&) = c CMn)N,i(n)Qin(n). 
I=1 r=l 
According to our construction of P(n) and Q(n), we have Pt,(n) = 0 for r = 2”-l, 
2”-’ - 1 and Qsn(n) = 0 for all s < 2”-’ - 1 and &-l,,(n) = 1; SO: 
2”-’ 2”-1 
C C Mn)N,r(n)Qrn(n) = ~+n)N,i.~(n) 
I=1 r=l 
regrouping the terms in this sum, we obtain that it is equal to: 
and by the construction of the P and Q, we have 
z”-’ 2”-’ 
C C f’lr(nP’rdn)Q,n(n) = ;.kb - 1 Wsz4n - 1). 
I=1 r=l 
According to our ordering of the symbols of xn-‘, the entries N,2.-~(n - l), express 
the transitions between {aj, . ai,_,} and ln_2. Since 1,-l is not allowed in TRW’, the 
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only allowed transition expressed by Ns2”~~(n - 1 ), occurs when ai, . . ai,_ = 0 1 . . . 1. 
n-2 
Let s’ be the corresponding integer, i.e. N ,,,-~(~2-1) = 1. On the other hand, s’ < 2*-3, 
since ai, = 0, so PI ,/(n - 1) = 1. Therefore: 
‘~‘P1~(n)N~~(n)Ql,(n) = 1, 
r,I=l 
which is the value of At,(n). 
Similarly, it is proved that 
Ai = ~~~~;~(n)N,i(.)Q~j(.), 
,r 
with2<i<n-l,j=n andi=n, 1 <j<n. q 
Remark 3.1. Proposition 3.2 is true for any matrix Q(n) of the form 
n 2 
2- 
2 
()...01()...() 
o...o 0~~~010~~~0 ... 00 0 0 
Q<nS = 
o..+o o...o 
0 0 . . . o...o ... 00 10 
o...o o...o ... 00 01 
Proposition 3.3. There exist constants Cl, C2 > 0 (which depend on n) such that 
Cllf: d 1(2”-1)fN(n)kL(2”-1) < C21f for all k > 0, 
where lJ2”-‘)’ = (1 , . . . , 1). In particular, A,, is the Perron-Frobenius eigenvalue of 
. _ 4 
2”-1 
N(n). 
Proof. We subdivide the matrix N(n) in subblocks,( - many of them are 
not square blocks - such that each Dij is mapped to the i,jth entry of A(n), i.e. 
Aij(n); when the matrices P(n) and Q(n) of Proposition 3.2 are applied to N(n), 
i.e. 
1 
Pll ... PI, 
i i 
A 
B,, . . . B,, 1 1 = A(n), 
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where Bii = (1 )...) 1),&j =(O )...) 0) for if j and of, =={l,O,_..,O>, 0; ={O,.L,O! 
*“-I-’ 2”-‘-’ 
for i # j. According to this construction: 
Aij(n) = PiiDijQjJ 
2”-‘-, p-1-, 
where s = 2”-‘-j and r = 2”-1-i. Similarly, it can be done for Nk(n), we subdivide 
it in blocks {@j}tj=, such that Dt = C~=,Df-‘D~j and At(n) = Ijii@jQjj. 
In the following lines, we prove by induction on k the equality 
1(2”-‘-i)1Dt1(2”-‘-j) = 2n-1-jAt.(n). (2) 
When k = 1: 
*“-I-, 
=c 
p=l 
According to Remark 3.1, Cafe’-’ di,j, = CFli’-‘di,j, for 1 < p < S. On the other 
hand, Aij(n) = Cdij,, hence 
i(2n-i-i)‘Dij1(2n-i-j) = 2n-t-jAij(n). 
Consider 
n 
As(n) = CAf;-‘(n)Alj(n) 
I=1 
= g (& 1 (2”-1-z)f@,-1 !P-‘-9 
X & 1(2”-‘-‘)‘D/j ~(2”-‘-‘) 
1 n 1 
= 2”-‘_j 2 2”_,_1 1(2”-‘-‘)f OF/-;-’ (1(2”-‘-‘)1(2”-‘-‘)I) Dlj1(2”-‘-‘) 
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1 n 1 f 
= 2”-1-j [&L’ 
2”-1-‘1(2”-1-’ 
) Dfj-’ D/j 1(2”-I-‘) 
1 
= 2”-‘-j &-‘9 Of,-;-’ Dij 1(2”-I-‘) 
1 
= 2”-‘-j 1(2”-1-i)f D;. 1(2+-j). 
Which proves the equality (2). 
Therefore, 
; i&$(n) ( 1 < 2 52”-‘-‘4(n) = ~(2”-‘)‘N(n)Q2”-‘) < 2+i&). i=l j=l 
Since &, is the Perron-Frobenius eigenvalue of A(n) - Proposition 3.1 - there exist 
constants C, C’ > 0 such that 
Proposition 3.4. There exist constants C, C’ > 0 such that 
C;lk n_l 6 1(2”-‘)fM(n)k1(2”-1) d C’$_, for all k > 0, 
where M(n) is the transition matrix of V. In particular, An_1 is The Perron- 
Frobenius eigenvalue of M(n). 
Proof of Proposition 3.4. The 2”-2 x 2”-2 matrix N(n - 1) defines the transitions of 
-‘-‘. We have seen in Theorem 2.1 that this matrix is equivalent to the matrix K, N 
constructed there, So we can suppose that N(n - 1) = K. In the proof of this theorem, 
we have seen that each entry of K = (Kq)ij comes from a 2 x 2 block Bij of M(n) - 
which is 2”-’ x 2”-’ - with the properties: 
l if Kii = 0 then 
l if Kij = 1 then Bij = Id2 or Bij = 52, where 
Idz = 
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From Proposition 3.3 there exist constants Cl, C2 > 0 such that 
c&_, < 1(2”-2>1K’1(2”-*) d c24_, 
for 1 > 1, where 1(2”-2)’ = {l,.,, 12. 
n 2 
If we denote by K$ the i, jth ‘entry of the matrix Kh and by Bb the i, jth 2 x 2-block 
of M’(n), defined by: Bfi = czL;Bf,- ‘Bpj. SO 
~(2”-‘)fM’(n)~(2”-‘) = Lx 1(2)‘@(2). 
i,j=l 
Therefore, in order to prove the proposition it 
inequality holds: 
is sufficient to show that the following 
1(2)‘B;.l(2) = 2K,:. 
We shall prove it using induction on 1. When 1 = 1 it is clear that the inequality holds. 
Consider Kh. = CZa_;KS_‘Kpj; if Kpj = 1 for some p then Bpj = Id2 or J2. In the 
former case: 
1(2)‘Bfi’Bpj1(2) = I(2)‘B!P11(2) = 2K,6’ 
and in the latter case Bfi’Bpj is the block obtained from Bf,’ permuting its columns. 
Hence 
and if Kpj = 0 then Bpj = 0 and the corresponding term does not contribute to the 
sum. 
Therefore, 
lJ2)‘BbL(2) = 2~2~(2)‘B~~‘Bpj1(2) 
p=l 
Corollary 3.1. The Hausdorff dimension of %?*, as a subset of z” with the metric 
d,, is 
1% AL- 1 
s”=logd,. 
Moreover: 
where XS” is the Hausdorfs measure in dimension s,. 
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Proof. According to Proposition 3.4 the Perron-Frobenius eigenvalue of M(n) - the 
transition matrix of V” - is A,_ 1; therefore the Hausdorff dimension of V’ is 
log &-i/log I,. On the other hand, for any subset V of GY, ~7 expands its diame- 
ter by A,,, so 
Corollary 3.2. The Hausdor- dimension of >” is equal to 1. 
Proof. By Proposition 3.3 the Perron-Frobenius eigenvalue of N(n) - the transition 
matrix of 7” - is equal to 1,. So, according to Theorem 3.1 the Hausdorff dimension 
of JV” is equal to 1. 0 
4. Geometrical realizations of V’ 
In this section we shall point out some remarks about the geometrical realizations, 
in particular in the circle, of the set %“. 
It can be associated the set of formal power series associated to 7”: 
X”[x] = Cajxi la= (ao,al,...) E 2” , 
1 i20 1 - - 
N + Jw, 
x: g = (ao,al,...) -+ &~2ixj. 
/ 
We consider a metric and a measure in T”[x] which together make the map X 
an isometry and a measure preserving map. In [l] it was defined a map 8 : I + Q” 
continuous to the right with the property: 00 f = 1~03 where f is an interval exchange 
map and cr the shift in a”. Since Q” = cp(>“) where cp is a homeomorphism, we 
define x : I - 2” as x = qp-’ o 8. 
In order to prove that x is a measure preserving map between the Lebesgue measure 
of I and the v,-measure - defined in Section 3 - we need to consider the concept of the 
standard partition defined in [6] and [7]. This partition arises from the self-similarity 
of the interval exchange map f on the circle and the addition by 1, i.e. (+l )n in 2”. 
This self-similarity is expressed by the commutative diagrams: 
R” (+1x - b N” I f ,I 
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In [7], it was shown that the cylinders of the standard partition in the interval, are 
mapped to the cylinders of the standard partition of 2”. Using the techniques of [7] 
it can be proved that the map x preserves the measure of these cylinders, therefore 
the map x is measure preserving. Hence the Hausdorff and Billingsley dimensions of 
x-‘(W’) are equal to log i,_,/log 1,. For more details see [6]. 
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